Context effects: translation of UAG codon by suppressor tRNA is affected by the sequence following UAG in the message.
The efficiency of various suppressor tRNAs in reading the UAG amber codon has been measured at 42 sites in the lacI gene. Results indicate that: (1) for all suppressors, efficiency is not an a priori value; rather, it is determined at each site by the specific reading context of the suppressed codon; (2) the degree of sensitivity to context effects differs among suppressors. Most affected is amber suppressor supE (su2), whose activity varies over a 20-fold range depending on context; (3) context effects are produced by residues present at the 3' side of the UAG codon. The most important role appears to be played by the base that is immediately adjacent to the codon. When this base is a purine, the amber codon is suppressed more efficiently than when a pyrimidine is in the same position. Superimposed on this initial pattern, the influence of bases further downstream to the UAG triplet can be detected also. The possibility is discussed that context effects are produced by the whole codon following UAG in the message.